
PIERRE SIMON LAPLACES LIFE AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS ESSAY

Pierre-Simon Laplace was born on March 23, in France (Pierre-Simon Laplace, ). He was a mathematician and
astronomer who made great findings.

The day looked quite nice, but I was in a fowl mood. Laplace obtained these equations by simplifying the fluid
dynamic equations. Through his discovery that the attractive force of a mass upon a particle, regardless of
direction, can be obtained directly by differentiating a single function, Laplace laid the mathematical
foundation for the scientific study of heat, magnetism, and electricity. On this view we should expect that the
more distant planets would be older than those nearer the sun. Laplace's equation, or the more general form ,
appears in all branches of mathematical physics. One particular problem from observational astronomy was
the apparent instability whereby Jupiter's orbit appeared to be shrinking while that of Saturn was expanding.
The quantity V has been termed the concentration of V, and its value at any point indicates the excess of the
value of V there over its mean value in the neighbourhood of the point. The method of estimating the ratio of
the number of favourable cases to the whole number of possible cases had been indicated by Laplace in a
paper written in  Rouse Ball , [5] his father, Pierre de Laplace, owned and farmed the small estates of
Maarquis. Laplace's own investigations embodied in it are so numerous and valuable that it is regrettable to
have to add that many results are appropriated from writers with scanty or no acknowledgement, and the
conclusions - which have been described as the organized result of a century of patient toil - are frequently
mentioned as if they were due to Laplace. These attacks state that the writers of the Scriptures resorted to
folklore and myth to validate their spiritual teachings He applied his theory not only to the ordinary problems
of chance but also to the inquiry into the causes of phenomena, vital statistics , and future events, while
emphasizing its importance for physics and astronomy. As it cooled this mass contracted and successive rings
broke off from its outer edge. The book made him a celebrity. Newton himself had doubted the possibility of a
mathematical solution to the whole, even concluding that periodic divine intervention was necessary to
guarantee the stability of the Solar System. It was here that Laplace was educated and was provisionally a
professor. It does not conflict with any of the known facts of cosmical science, but as yet our knowledge of the
facts is so limited that it would be madness to dogmatize on the subject. During the years he produced some
memoirs of exceptional power. The idea of the nebular hypothesis had been outlined by Kant in , and he had
also suggested meteoric aggregations and tidal friction as causes affecting the formation of the solar system: it
is probable that Laplace was not aware of this. An analysis of the contents is given in the English Cyclopaedia.
Dispensing with the hypothesis of divine intervention would be a major activity of Laplace's scientific life.
This provided the first intercourse between Laplace and Lagrange. My first event was my high school
graduation.


